ABSTRACT
Introduction
etc., respectively, the operation of difference can be used in form ( 1) .
Naturally, the program can be enlarged by further elementary functions, but we would like to make a program in a publishable length. The notations, names, definitions and discussions are simpler and clearer than they were in the former papers of the author (experience has slowly become knowledge). Using our new notations, the rules of Theorem 1 of [1] 
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Numerically Coded Form of Expression
When the author introduced the above decomposition of expressions, the process was followed by a Maple program. This code computed a box ( , , ) The second number in the triples is minus i if an elementary function uses the argument i x (the minus sign identifies the elementary funcions). If the operation uses a former triple as the first operand, then the ordinal number of this triple is the second number in the actual triple. The third number in the triples is the given constant or the exponent if the constant addition, constant multiplication or the power function is used, respectively. If the operation uses a former triple as a second operand (cases of , /,   ), then the ordinal number of this triple is the third number in the actual triple. If the operation is exp, ln,..., arccot (the first number in the triple is between 7 and 17), then the third number in the actual triple is 0. To make the description of expressions by triples unique, we use the left-right rule in every choice. Exercise the description on the expression 1 2 ( , ) g x x  / ln x x can be obtained in the form: Since the last operation can be written in form (3, 6 ,7), the complete description of 1 2 ( , ) g x x is: { (6, 1,1), (6, 2,1), (6, 1, 2 ), (8, 2, 0), (5,1, 2), (10,5, 0), (4, 3, 4) , (3, 6, 7)}.
It can be seen that the preparation of numerically coded forms of expressions is easy enough, nevertheless the author has a short Maple program also for this one-off work. (But a numerically coded form can be used a thousand or a million times in an application.) The construction of our Maple program can be illustrated (on the former expression) by the Table 1 .
The 1st column shows the index (serial number) of the expression appearing in the 2nd column. The 4th column contains the temporary triples which use the indexes of the 1st column for identification. Going downwards the temporary triples, the elementary tripes receive their new indexes, and going backwards, the other triples receive their new indexes (6th column). Using these new indexes the final triples (7th column) are obtained. Ordering them by the indexes of the 6th column the result is ready (8th column). This result differs from our previous one forma- Now we have a suitable form of expressions to make a fast program for our original problem.
A Complete C++ Program for Computation of Solution Boxes
Here 
B g c  (as output parameter) is placed into the array .
B The segment contains 3 essential parts (great loops). In the first one the function values of components of ( ) g x at point c are computed by using the triples in succession. These function values are placed into the array fv and will be used in the decomposition steps. In the second loop the decomposition (making elementary boxes) goes on. In the normal case el The decomposition procedure is finished when there is no element for examination in the array , ne that is the necessary elementary expressions are all in the array .
el In the third great loop of segment solbox the ( iel pieces of) elementary boxes are evaluated and the array B is made. As it was mentioned earlier, the application of the composite function rule requires the same investigation as the evaluation of elementary boxes. Therefore the second and third loops of the segment contain similar lines (only some parameters are different) between case 6 and case 17. B B  can be divided into (at most) 2m boxes easily. In this way a sequence of solution boxes and another sequence of boxes waiting for examination can be generated. 3) A boundary region is used to prevent the appearance of too small boxes. Here this region is defined by the inequality 
